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ABSTRACT

This paper pleads for quantitative models in-

corporating many interacting factors con—

trolling the temporal organization of smeh,

and for testing such models in statistical

studies. The paper also wants that such stud-

ies tend to obscure real regularities and

should be supplemented with classical labo—

ratory experiments.

Isochrony and stress groups are rejected as

useful notions, words are proposed as im-

portant units. Evidence is shown that within

words there is rhythmical alternation of un-

stressed syllable durations. and that vowel

shortening due to change of tempo not neces-

sarily leads to vowel reduction. There is an

urgent need for studying the acous-

tic/phonetic characteristics that distinguish

spontaneous from prepared speech.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speech is a slippery phenomenon. Physically

speaking. at each moment in time the sound

of speech is nothing more than a momentary

air pressure perturbation. One moment it is

there. the next moment it is gone. The sound

of speech has only extension in time as far as
we. in our role of listeners. can hold it in

memory, or in as far as we. in our role of re-

searchers, can transform it into oscillograms

or spectrograrns where time is transfonned

into space. In such registrations we observe

rapid discontinuities in intensity and spectral

structure. delineating fragments where
changes seem to be less rapid.

Such changes or discontinuities in the

sound of speech are caused by movements of

the sound generating vocal organs. They de-

lineate fragments of speech that can be as-
sociated with vowels and consonants realized
by the speaker. and perceived by the listener.

Because such fragments with measurable
durations can be associated with consonant
and vowel realizations. we can observe that

realizations of one and the same phoneme

can vary tremendously in duration. Duratiom

of realizations of one and the same vowel

phoneme may vary from practically zero to

many hundreds of ms.

Such variation is not random, but rather

rigorously controlled by many factors and

their interactions. The result is what we call

the temporal organization or temporal pat-

terning of speech.
It is a major task of phonetic research to

account for temporal patterns functioning in

speech communication This is not an easy

task. Part of the complexity of the problem

stems from the fact that there are so many

factors involved, on different levels of

speech production. and that these factors

often strongly interact.
In this presentation I intend to present

some opinions, observations. and experi-

mental results that may help to further the

ongoing discussion of some, mainly

prosodic. aspects of the temporal organiza—

tion and rhythm of speech.

2. QUANTITATIVE MODELS

AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

Let me begin with the following statement

(1) The systematic effects on speech

sound durations of any one particular fac-

tor can only reliably be assessed when we

take the effects of many other factors into

account.

This point is illustrated in Fig. 1, contain-

ing some nearly twenty years old data of

mine [31]. Here we see the effect of compen—

satory shortening of the lexically stressed

vowel of a word as a function of the number

of following unstressed syllables in the word.
The data show that this effect strongly inter-

acts with vowel identity, postvocalic consc-

nant and tempo. Interactions are found both
in the absolute and in the relative durations.
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Fig.1. Vowel duration in the initial stressed syllable as a function of number offollowing

unstressed syllables in the word. The parameter is syllable rhyme. Lefl: normal speech rate,

right:fast speech rate (datafrom Nooteboom. [31]).

Now this is only one example of a great

many such interactions that can be demon-

strated on the basis of available data in the

literature. The existence of such strong inter-

actions can largely explain seemingly con-

tradictory findings by different researchers.

An effect that is strong in one speech tempo

or one position. may virtually vanish in

another speech tempo or another position. As

long as we do not take into account such

quantitative interactions between different

factors. we will not know where to expect an

effect of any one particular factor. and how

big this effect will be. This remains true

despite a recent and interesting demonstra-

tion that interactions become less strong. and

that some interactions perhaps even vanish.

when durational variations of phoneme seg—

ments are described in terms of the dura-

tional variance of the phoneme type con-

cemed [5].

The upshot of this is that we can only reli-

ably assess the effect of any one particular

factor when wc take the interactions of this

factor with many other factors into account.

This leads to my second statement:

(2) There is a real need for quantitative

models accounting for speech sound dura-

tions. and ways of testing these models.

Interactions of the type demonstrated can

be modeled by equations combinin' ' g additive

terms with multiplicative terms. A well

known example is the empirical rule pro-

posed by Klatt [21], which in its simple form

cart be written as:

DUR = “Dinh - Dmin) + Dmin

in which DUR is the segment duration to be

calculated. k is a parameter describing a

context effect. or any combination of such

parameters. Dinh is a table value standing for

the segment specific inherent duration. and

”min is a table value standing for the seg-

ment specific minimal duration. '

In this model context parameters provrde a

multiplicative term. and segment specific pa-

rameters provide additive terms. Ftrnher-

more. context parameters are functionally

combined. under the implicit assumption that

the order of the joint effects of these para-

meters is unaffected by other factors.

Klatt's model was until recently never

rigorously tested. It is the merit of Van San-

ten and Olive [43]. that they show how to

generalize models of this type mathemati-

cally. and how such models can be tested by

analyzing the covariances between subarrays

of a multifactorial data matrix.
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Van Santen and Olive applied their
methodofmodelanalysistoadatabase
containing 304 different phrases of two non-
sensewordsreadbyonemalespeakerattwo
speaking rates. 'lhey showed for vowel dura-
tions that. contrary to Klan's model. in tireir
data base the segment specific factors need
only a multiplicative term. and the comext
factor both a multiplicative and an additive
term. They also showed that no factors could
be functionally combined.

Of course. this is a highly exciting result.
leading to some optimism. If this method of
analysiscanandwillbeappliedtolargedata
basesofrealconnectedspeech.itholdstlre
promisedratwefinallycometogripswith
the complex and until now obscuring inter-
actions between many factors that affect
speech sound durations.

When it comes to modelling the effects
and interactions of a great many factors af-
fecting the temporal organization of natural.
connected speech. testing can only be done
on data obtained in statistical studies based
on extensive corpuses of connected speech.
There are already a number of such studies
available in the current literature. Examples
are Bamwell [2]. Hanis and Umeds [l9].
Urneda [41]. Crystal and House [61.[7].[8].
Fan: and Kruckenberg [141.115]. Pant, Noni
FaiIKruckenberg [161.[17]. and Van Samen

'hrning quantitative models to such data
baseshasnotyetbeendone. ltwillbeexci-
ting to watch the outcome of such an enter-
prise.andseehowfarresearchtoolsaspro—
vided by Van Samen and Olive will bring us.
We should be aware of the fact. however.
that going back and forth between quantita-
tive models of this kind and statistical data
bases has its limitations as a research tool.
among other things. for the following reason:
(3) Statistical studies on corpuses of
connected speech obscure real regulari-
ties: there remains a need for testing spe-
cific ideas with well controlled nraterlais in
laboratory experiments.

The point is. of course. that factors we
have never thought of will not show up in
such studies, except in their contribution to
are rerffrétr‘rsmngJvariance. If such factors have

g e . t are not very frequent in the
data base. this contribution will be only
marginal. Even ifthe factors investigated ac—
cormtforahighpercentageoftheoveran
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variance. we can never be sure that there are
no other factors.

Klan-type quantitative models have the
form of empirical rules. They are descriptive
rather than explanatory. Such models do not
embody fundamental insights in the commu-
nicative, linguistic. physiological and acous-
tic ptocesses underlying temporal patterning
in speech.

They do have the potential. however, to
allow for testing the combined quantitative
effects of factors predicted by a whole range
of different theories, models. hypotheses,
statements. and speculations covering widely
divergent aspects of speech communication.

3. SOME MORE OR LESS
PROVOCATIVE STATEMENTS

in what follows. I will formulate and argue
for some more or less speculative, and i hope
at times provocative. statements on temporal
organization and rhythm. The following
statement concems the age honoured ques-
tion of isochrony. and is perhaps less
provocative now than it would have been
twenty years ago:
(4) There is no tendency towards
isochrony in speech production.

The absence of isochrony is illustrated by
data for Swedish read aloud text. taken from
Em;and Knickenberg [15] and presented in
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Fig. 2. Free foot duration versus
WW" 0f Phonemes per foot (data from
Fantand Kruckenberg, [15]).
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lsocluony would mean that there is a ten-
dency in fluent connected speech to make
"stress groups" or "feet". generauy measured
from stressed vowel onset to stressed vowel
onset. equally long. If there was a tendency

towards isochrony. one would expect the
duration of stress groups not to be a linear
function of the number of unstressed sylla-
bles added to the stressed syllable. One
would rather expect that with each unstressed
syllable added. durations of all unstressed
syllables would be somewhat further com-

Fig.2 shows the absence of any tendency
towards isochrony in the Fant & Krucken-
berg data The relation between stress group
durations and number of syllables is strictly
linear. This is in line with older findings of
many other researchers, mostly for English.
as mentioned by Lehiste [24]: ([4].[22].[23],
[341.[35].[36].[39].[40].).

Pam and Knrckenberg did. however. find
an interesting exception to the absence of
isochrony. They were able to show that the
duration of a stress group containing a
speech pause is predictable from the number
of phonemes in this stress group plus the
duration of an average embedded stress
group. Apparently, the moment in time a
speaker continues after pausing seems to be
determined by some rhythmical measure
derived from the average time interval
between stressed vowel onsets in the pre-
ceding stretch of speech.

Of course there remain some questions
here. How important is the effect to speech
perception and how sensitive are listeners for
deviations from predicted durations of pause
containing stress groups?

Also one would like to know whether
there is any other measure to be derived from
the preceding stretch of speech. from which
pause duration could be predicted equally
well. lt is likely. for example, that average
word duration is closely conelated with
average stress group duration. This leads up
to my following statement:
(5) Words are important units for the
temporal organization of spuch, stress
groups are not.

This statement runs counter. for example.
to the following statement by Fan: and
Knickenberg: ”The stress group (....) is a
major constituent of durational structtue. As
an organizational unit of connected speech it
overrides the word".
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Other proponents of the stress group or
foot. as mentioned by Pant and
are Lehiste [24]. Allen [1]. Lea [221.[23],
Dauer [10]. for Dutch Den Os [11]. and for
Swedish Strangert [38].

l have the following reasons for rejecting
the stress group, and promoting the word as
organizational unit of temporal organization:
(a) My first reason is this: it is hard to see
how we can account for speech production.
and its organization in time. without words
playing a major role. Speech pauses always
fall at word boundaries. never at stress group
boundaries that do not accidentally coincide
with word boundaries. When speech is
extremely slow, words, not stress groups,
tend to be separated by pauses. In normal
speech. boundary phonemes of emphasized
or informative words. not boundary
pinnemes of emphasized or informative
stress groups (whatever that may be). tend to
show increased duration and reduced coar-
ticulation with adjacent phonemes of sur-
roundingwords.

I 1st segmart
I 2nd segment
El 3rd segment

50

acc. info both

Fig. 3. Percent dtference in duration
between two realizations of C], V. and C2 in
embedded CVC words. Left: the efi’ecr ofplus
versus minus accent (100% is plus accent),
middle: the efl'ect of new versus given (100%
is new), right: the eject ofplus accent new

versus minus accent given (100% is plus
accent new).(Data after Eefting [13]).

An illustration ofthe last point is given in
Frg.3. coraaining data from Betting [13] for
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Dutch. She. among other things. compared

the temporal structure of within-sentence re-
alizations of the same one-syllable CVC
words in three different comparisons:

Accented versus unaccented for informative
words (i.e. words containing new informa-
tion), informative versus not informative
(new versus given) for unaccented words.
and both accented and informative versus
unaccented and not informative. The figure
plots the relative differences in percent of the
accented or informative values. for C]. V.
and C2.

My interpretation of these data is that the
temporal structure of these words is affected
by two factors. accent and informativeness.
Accent leads to increased vowel duration and
some increase in prevocalic and postvocalic
consonant durations, informativeness leads to
increased durations of word boundary seg—
ments. in a tendency to disconnect the word
somewhat from its preceding and following
context. Apart from providing evidence for
the word as constituent in speech timing.
these data also confirm that speech produc-
tion is sensitive to the perceptual needs of the
listener as estimated by the speaker [271,[33].
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Fig. 4. Percent cases in which the
clusters /p#b/ and /t#d/. containing a word
boundary, are perceived as /b/ and Id]
respectively, due to assimilation and
degemination, as a function of terrroo. The
deletion of N or /d/ in each case gave an
existing alternative word before die
boundary (datafrom Menerr, [24]).

Frg.4 gives another illustration of the same
point. The figure shows data from Menert
[29] who experimentally studied the fre-
quency of perceptual ambiguity resulting
from assimilation and degemination in ltd]
and Ip clusters across word boundaries as a
function of speech rate. Word boundaries
coincided with potential phonological phrase
boundaries. Such data reflect at the same
time the relevance of phonological phrases
and the relevance of words as constituents of
timing in speech. Similar effects for stress
groups have yet to be shown.
(b) Secondly, Beckman and Edwards [3].
in a carefully controlled experiment exam-
ining relations between vowel duration and
prosodic constituency. found that there are
two different prosodic boundary effects.
phrase-fmal lengthening and word-final
lengthening. The word-final effect could not
be explained in terms of isochronous inter-
vals of some sort.
(c) Thirdly, Van Santen [42]. in his earlier
mentioned statistical study on a data base
derived from 2,262 sentences read aloud by a
single male speaker. finds considerable
effects on durations of both stressed and un-
stressed vowels of the number of syllables
and position of the stressed syllable for
words. but fails to find similar effects for
stress groups. This study is exceptional. be-
cause the author explicitly compares words
and stress groups as potential consrinrents of
temporal structure. In most other comparable
studies. either words or stress groups are
chosen as units and we can not judge which
of the two explains most of the variance in
the data. or whether one of the two would be
superfluous.

(d) My fourth and last reason for rejecting
the stress group is one of economy. We
should not introduce more units than macs-
sary to account for our data. The question is
of course. whether there are durational data
concerning normal fluent speech that cannot
be explained without recourse to stress
groups. Perhaps there are. But I know of no
publications where that is convincingly
shown. As long as that is the case. we should
hesitate to accept the stress group as a neces-
sary control factor of the temporal organiza-
tron of speech.

Let me add two remarks here. One is that
the fact that some phenomena can. pragmati-
cally. be easily described in terms of stress
groups is not sufficient evidence that stress
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groups are part of the mental control of dura-
tional variation in speech. The other is that I

do not wish to deny that some phenomena in
speech appear to be controlled by a rhythmic

principle. as exemplified by the rhythm nrle

in accent structures. There may be similar

phenomena in durational control. But these
can be accounted for without recourse to the

beginnings and endings of stress groups. In
this sense stress groups are dispensable.

words are not.

Consequently. my next statement is con-

cemed with the temporal pattern of words.
and runs as follows:
(6) Within-word sequences of medial

unstressed syllables follow a pattern of
rhythnric altemation,'short'- 'long'-'short,

etc.

Syllable duration depends among many
other things on lexical stress. and on position
in the word. There is an interesting difference
between observations by phoneticians. and
predictions made by word level phonologists.
This difference particularly concenrs tempo-
ral patterns in sequences of unstressed syl-
lables. An example in case is shown in fig. 5.

showing the abstract rhytlunical pattern of a

five-syllable Dutch word. with final stress.
The example is taken from Kager [20].

(0-) NO- MA- TO-(PEE)

(170) 135 157 134 (267) 'ms

Fig. 5. Stress pattern of the Dutch word
onomatopee according to Kager [20], and
vowel durations as measured in reiterant
versions ofsuch words by Slootweg [37].

The number of stars above each vowel
represent the relative prominence level of the
syllable. Kager predicts that there is a hierar‘
chy of reducibility, in which syllables with

the lowest stress level. having no stars, are
most easily reducible to schwa. etc. This
agrees with intuitions about reducibility. He
also predicts that in nonreduced realizations.
the syllable durations follow an underlying
pattern represented in the columns of stars.
Similar predictions are made for English.

The pattern shown correctly predicts of
course. that the lexically stressed syllable is
most prominent, and has the longest syllable
duration. Also the prediction that the un-
stressed initial syllable is somewhat longer
than medial unstressed syllables is in agree-
ment with phonetic measurements and earlier
proposed empirical nrles [32]. The rhythmi-

cal alternation. however, in the sequence of

three unstressed medial syllables. following a
'short'—'long'-'short‘ pattern. is not part of

commonly proposed empirical rules for tem-

poral patterrting, such as proposed for Dutch

by Nooteboom [32] for Swedish by Lind-

blom and Rapp [25]. and for English by Klau

[21].
Recemly, Slootweg [37] put these phono-

logical predictions to the phonetic test. using
reiterant versions of real words. embedded in
a carrier phrase. The numbers in Fig. 5 below
the syllables give the mean syllable dura-

tions, as found for five-syllable words with

final stress. Each value is the mean of 4

speakers times 5 utterances. equals 20 obser-

vations. The predicted rhythmical alternation

clearly stands out in the data.
One may observe, of course. that words

with sequences of three medial unstressed
syllables are rare. Also it is not at all certain

that such an effect can be found in real words
in normal fluent connected speech. But then

it may.

The connection with reducibility suggests
that this and similar effects will become
more prominent as speech becomes faster.

contrary for example to compensatory short-

ening of snessed syllables. These observa-
tions also suggest that there is indeed a
rhythmical component to speech production.
albeit different from the kind that would lead
to isochrony of stress groups. Note also that

this kind of rhytlunical pattern has no re-
course to units that are orthogonal to linguis-
tic structurc, such as stress groups. The
relation between vowel duration and spectral

vowel reduction is the topic of my next
stammen:
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Position in vowel
Fig. 6.

(7) Other things being equal, vowel
shortening due to a higher speech tempo,
does not lead to vowel reduction.

More than a quarter of a century ago.
Lindblom [26] proposed the "Target-Under-
shoot" model. predicting that. when durations
of a certain vowel get shorter and shorter. the
articulatory movement keeps farther away
from the vowel target. and there will be in-
creasingly more spectral reduction. Essential
to this model is that the articulatory move-
ments do not move faster when vowel dura-
tion is decreased.

Although Lindblom confirmed his predic-
tion with some simple nonsense utterances.
ever since attempts to find further continua-
tion have led to controversial results [45]. Of
course. in testing the model, it is important
that speed of articulatory movement and tar-
get value are not different due to other fac-
tors than vowel duration alone.

Some recent results on this issue are ex-
emplified in Fig. 6, taken from Van Son and
211‘s [:4]. They showed in an acoustic study

i everything is kept equal ex
speaking rate. the speed of Mamas;

1 3 5 7 9 u 13 rs

Position in vowel
Mean value and standard deviationforfirst (F1) and second (F )formantfrequency

offast and normal rare vowels. Vowels as indicated (datafrom Van Son and;ols [44]).

movement is adapted to vowel duration and
there is no spectral reduction.

Their data were obtained from two ver-
sions of the same text. once read at a normal
speaking rate and once at a fast speaking rate
by a single highly experienced professional
speaker. They paired normal and fast real-
izations of the same vowels in the text only
when prosodic conditions were the same.
Fig. 6 shows average tracks of the first two
fonnants each time of the same vowel. sam-
pled every millisecond. after normalization
of vowel duration. Obviously. there is no
vowel reduction at all. And if after normal-
ization of vowel duration the formant move-
mems are identical, then before nonnaliza-
tion they were of course different, being
slower in slow speech and faster in fast
speech. '

Of course we should be aware of the fact
that in cases where durational differences de-
pend on differences in stress level. or on po-
sition. the relation between duration and ar-
ticulatory movements reflected in speed of
fonuant changes can be quite different Mac-
chi. Spiegel. and Wallace [28] convincingly
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showed that the effect of position in the word
on vowel duration leaves formant transitions
virtually intact. and lengthens and shortens
specifically the steady-state portions of vow-
els. It is yet to be assessed how important
such phenomena are for perception A recent
study by Drullman and Collier [12] showed
that using reduced instead of full diphones in
appropriate positions in synthetic Dutch
speech. does not improve speech quality as
soon as segment durations are optimized.

Admittedly, the data of Van Son and Pols
shown in Fig.6 are based on text read aloud
by a highly competent professional speaker.
We do not know whether perhaps other
speakers do behave according to Lindbiom's
predictions, or whether perhaps vowel re-
duction as a function of speech tempo does
not occur in prepared spwch but does in
spontaneous speech.

Unfortunately. this is true of praaically all
effects discussed. We know preciously little
about temporal organization and rhythm of
spontaneous speech. It is a source of constant
amazementtomethatwhenlturnonthe
radio or television. and hear someone
I seem to need only a few syllables to deter-
mine whether I listen to spontaneous speech
or prepared speech. The acoustic-phonetic
conelates of this difference are unknown
There is room here for the following plea:
(8) There is an urgent need for studying
the acoustic/phonetic characteristics that
distinguish spartaneous speech from pre-
pared speech.

4. CONCLUSION
Iconcludethispresentationwiththefol-
lowing remarks. Somewhat oversimplifying
thesimation,wecansaythatresearchon
temporal organization and rhythm in speech
is either descriptive. or directed towards un-
derstanding the mechanisms underlying ob-
servable timing in speech.

The descriptive type of research seems to
hold the promise that we may account for the
combined effects of many factors of widely
different origins in connected prepared
speech Such an account of necessity will
have the form of empirical rules that can be
very useful for speech synthesis and perhaps
for speech recognition. But this approach
willnottelluswherethemanyeffectsmd
theirinteractions come from. It willnotsat—
isfy our scientific curiosity. nor will it lead to

the detection of completely new phenomena.
phenomena we have never thought ofbefore.

In the research directed at the underlying
mechanisms of timing in speech ofien only a
singleaspectorafewaspectsoftimingoon-
trol are studied within the same theoretical
framework. This may be unavoidable. given
the highly complex and multifaceted nature
of speech. but it is also unsatisfactory. There
is, according to Osarnu Fujimura. a need for
"an integrated understanding of linguistic and
behavioral as well as physiological and
pathological processes involved in speech
production" [18]. and, I like to add. speech
perception. Such integrated understanding
willnotcome fast. Butitwillnotcomeatall.
if we do not make a conscious effort to bring
together insights from different areas. and
study how the predicted effects interact in
acmal speech production and perception.

The descriptive approach proposed by Van
Santen and Olive [43] can then perhaps offer
a thorough testing ground for our predictions.
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